
THE HEAVY COINAGE OF HENRY VI 
By c. A. WHITTON 

PART I 

THE broad outlines of the various methods of distinguishing 
the coins of Henry VI are well known. There were, early on, 
a few changes in the initial cross on the silver coins and in 
the ornaments on the gold; the annulets played their part 
and were discarded, to be replaced by a variety of heraldic 
and other marks and ornaments in field and legend; these 
in turn, after due exploitation, were succeeded by an appa
rently haphazard, though in reality possibly a very compli
cated, system of saltire stops, sometimes with ornaments 
added in the 'field and legends. The almost bewildering 
variety of these combinations of saltires makes it appear 
that in any case the system was found unwieldy; the saltires 

. were then omitted, and the reign closes with a partial return 
to those heraldic and other marks which were found effective 
in the years immediately following the Annulet period. How 

. effective they were the lists will show, for among the Rosette
Mascle Calais groats there are included enough easily dis
tinguished privy marks to cover the whole period (I425-8) 
assigned by Brooke to this issue. 

Mention has still to be made of that system of privy
marking, or part of it, namely the marking of the letters,! 
which was in force during the preceding reign, and which 
has already been examined by Brooke in his" Privy marks of 
Henry V" (Num. Ckron., I930), and by Mr. L. A. Lawrence 
in his well-known studies on Edward III. Closer attention 
will be paid to this when the issues are discussed separately. 
It will be enough to say here that some of the letters on 
Henry V's larger coins appear also on the early nobles and 
groats of Henry VI [d. Brooke, "Borth Find of Nobles" 
(Num. Ckron., I93I)]; but that after the Annulet period the 
breaking of letters was largely abandoned. Its replacement 

I The practice is still known. When the title on the front page of The Times 
was printed in Gothic letters, a white round dot appeared daily on one of the 
limbs of these letters to indicate the machine producing a particular copy. 
When, some years ago, Roman type was adopted for the title, the white dot 
was removed to the title on the back page. Just lately, however, the practice 
has been discontinued. 
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by the new system of the Rosette-Mascle issue was probably 
due to the fact that the mark or break on the letter, when 
in the upper portion, was apt to disappear through clipping, 
or through carelessness in centring, or in preparing the flan. 
Peculiarities of lettering, however, do exist, through a change 
of fount, an equally efficacious privy mark, of which a good 
earlier example is the open and closed e: used on successive 
issues of early coins of Edward III in 135I. 

With regard to the smaller denominations, they are, as 
usual, much more difficult to classify than the ' nobles and 
groats. For one thing there are not so many varieties, nor 
have they survived so abundantly. The legends on them are 
from the smaller fount used on some of the last half-groats 
and quarter-nobles of Henry V, which does not show the 
breaks and peculiarities found on the larger letters. There 
is nothing like the orderly system throughout all denomina
tions that Mr. Lawrence found in Edward Ill's coinage. 

No study of the coinage of Henry VI, it need scarcely be 
said, can afford to ignore the well-known articles by Walters 
in the Numismatic Chronicle (1902 and 1903), to which may 
be added his article on Henry V (Num. Chron., 1906), that 
on the Stamford Find (Num. Chron., 19II), and the catalogue 
of his famous collection dispersed in 19 13. I t is also necessary 
to refer to the catalogue of the Bruun sale of 1925. In dealing 
with the earlier issues it is proposed to adhere to Walters's 
description of the two pierced crosses as Cross I (the last 
initial cross of Henry V) and Cross II. Two forms of the 
latter are here displayed. The first is the form given by 
Walters himself, but it is clear that another and more shapely 
form of it exists, resembling a "wheel" cross. 

The Cross Fleury (some prefer to see in it a Cross Patonce I ) 

will be called Cross III, the unusual grooved cross of the Leaf-
I Close examination shows that both of these crosses were used; see The Cross 

as a Mint Mark, by J. Shirley-Fox, Brit. Num. Journ., 1909. Both crosses 
appear on almost all denominations of the Rosette and Pinecone issues. Later 
the Cross Fleury becomes universal on the obverse of groats. 
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Mascle groats, Cross IV, and the plain cross; Cross V. Wal
ters's articles in the Numismatic Chronicle on the silver (1902) 
and the gold (1903) will be referred to as "Walters Silver", 
and" Walters Gold" respectively. His article on the Stam
ford Find will be called "Stamford", while reference to his 
sale will mean that 'of 1913, unless specified as that of 1932. 

The existing main divisions and their names, as suggested 
by Brooke, will be adhered to. They seem to be good, work
able divisions, and their alteration would, at least here, be 
unbecoming, and perhaps profitless. 

Less importance than formerly will be attached to the 
appearance of the bust, and to such vague criteria as "the 
well-known swelling on the neck", which in the past have 
possibly caused much of the confusion they were intended 
to dispel. 

The many misspellings, at least on the Annulet coinage, 
will not be regarded as intentional. The output of coinage 
must have been immense and mistakes, therefore, humanly 
speaking, inevitable. Miss Stokes records (Num. Chron., 
1929, pp. 51, 52) payment for 6,303 dies for Calais alone 
between 1425 and 1431, mostly for silver coins. Moreover, 
the errors would in many cases be redundant as privy marks, 
for there are enough without them. Lastly, there appears to 
be no discernible system in these misspellings; they are very 
different from the periodical reappearance of I10MDOM in 
Edward Ill's time. They are probably best regarded as 
meaningless mistakes, just as the equally numerous examples 
of letters struck over other letters reveal mistakes that were 
detected in time. Among post-Annulet coins, however, there 
are indications that the misspellings are not entirely acci
dental. For instance, heDW occurs on a Rosette-Mascle 
Calais halfpenny, and has been found on different dies of a 
Pinecone Calais groat. Again, heDRa (which, however, 
might conceivably rank as an abbreviation, though it is not 
so marked) is found on a Trefoil London halfpenny and on a 
few Cross-Pellet groats. A better-known example is perhaps 
SIVIT7tS which occurs on more than one denomination of 
the Leaf-Trefoil issue, but in view of the pronunciation it 
is readily understood as a mistake. 

As will be seen, this paper is based chiefly on an examina
tion of the coins themselves. For this purpose I have in
spected all the relevant cpins at the British Museum, as well 
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as those of Mr. L. A. Lawrence, Mr. R. C. Lockett, and 
Mr. R. Carlyon-Britton, together with several hundreds 
besides which I have been enabled to see through the courtesy 
of Messrs. Spink, Messrs. Baldwin, and Messrs. Seaby., ' 

CLASS 1. THE ANNULET ISSUE 

(I) The Nobles and Groats 
The nobles and groats of this issue are treated together 

chiefly because the same letter-variations are common to 
both. Reviewing what has already been done, it will be re
called that Walters attributed the earliest coins, including of 
course the smaller denominations, of this issue to Henry V; 
but since these included coins of the Calais Mint, which it 
is now established was closed during Henry V's reign, this 
view has been abandoned. He also attributed to Henry VI 
certain gold coins which are now given to Henry V, and 
others which are now held to show an obverse of Henry V 
and a reverse of Henry VI. Brooke resumed the study of the 
nobles in his article on the Borth Find, and there indicated 
the lines of their general classification. It will be remem
bered that, for this purpose, two of his principal data were 
Henry VI's accession on I September I422, and the period 
covered by the accounts of the York coinage, namely, from 
August I423 to August I424- It will be recalled also that he 
distinguished three different types offleurs, or trefoils as he 
calls them, in the spandrils of the tressure on the reverse. 
His enumeration of these as Trefoils I, 2, and 3 will be 
adhered to. His description of them is as follows: 

I. Large, the two side foils long and plain. 
2. Small, the three foils of equal size, with pointed tips. 
3. Large, the side foils long and curled. 
The inferences which Brooke drew from an examination 

of the lettering of the nobles can be applied to the groats 
also, which in turn, through variations in the obverse legend, 
and the fleuring of the cusp at the breast, further assist in 
the classification and dating of the nobles. Below are a 
number of drawings to show the variations in the letters, 

- including those noted by Brooke, that have been found on 
the groats and nobles. It will be seen that his two n's have 
been extended to four or five, for they seem to vary even 
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more than he supposed. Other broken letters are Rand 8:, 
while two varieties of F and the different TI of the last issue 
of groats are also shown. 

Nr is placed first because it appears on the reverse of a 
mule noble with obverse Henry V, reverse Henry VI. It 
should be remarked that the fracture of the serif at the top 
is often imperfectly executed, so that a second glance is 
sometimes necessary to distinguish it from Nz. Nz is a 
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repaired N I. It will be noticed that two forms are given. 
N za represents the fracture perfectly repaired (or else an 
unfractured puncheon! was occasionally used); Nzb shows 
less careful repair. As both forms appear repeatedly on the 
obverse of one and the same coin, they will be referred to 
indiscriminately as Nz. It will be seen that both Nz and Nr 
have the arch of the letter high and pointed: N3 and N4 
have the arch lower and more rounded. 

N z and N I appear together on the earliest coins of Henry 
VI, Nz usually on the obverse, and NI on the reverse (see, 
e.g. Brooke, English Coins, PI. XXVII. 4). There is a similar 
London groat (PI. II, 11), but I have not seen a Calais groat 
with either Nz or Nr. These early groats, however, are 
usually so much worn that it is rarely possible to read the 
legends clearly. Calais nobles, however, exist with Nz and 
Nr. They have Trefoils z, and, with the rare London noble 
with a pellet in the znd quarter of the reverse, are possibly 
the earliest coins which combine Nz, NI, and Trefoils z. 

N3 appears a little later on silver and gold of both London 
and Calais (PI. I, 3). One criterion of its being later than Nz 
is that it does not appear on the reverse of nobles with 
Trefoils I in the spandrils of the tressure, but only on those 
with Trefoils z. 

NI, Nz, and N3 are always accompanied by Pr.2 N4 next 
appears, also accompanied by PI, and is now invariable, 
forming a link with Pz, which appears on the next issue, 
probably that which included the York coins. These groups 
of N4 with PI and pz respectively, are linked by both 
having Trefoils z on the nobles. The latter group, that is of 
N4 and Pz, including some York nobles, show also Trefoils 3 
on the reverse. 

Next, with Trefoils 3 on the nobles, now invariable, come 
the coins with broken R. On the silver it first appears on 
those groats-I have seen it on a Calais but not on a London 
coin-which have a fieur on the breast and read 7lfl6Ill9, 
that is on the York 'style of groats. But no actual York coins, 
either nobles or groats, ever show broken R, so that this letter 
would appear to start after the end of the York period. The 

I The serif at the top of the upright sometimes curves to the left, and some
times points straight upwards. 

2 Oversight or ambiguity in Brooke, English Coins, p. 140, makes it appear 
that PI does not occur on Calais coins. It occurs on both nobles and groats. 
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question naturally arises, "What was the York period ?" 
We know (d. Brooke, Borth Find) that the only known 
accounts of this mint are for the period between I2 August 
I423 and I4 August I424- We know also from the complaint 
of the people of the northern counties in a petition to Parlia
ment in October I423 that Goldbeter, the York master, had 
begun, but had ceased coining there. Ruding says (vol. i, 
p. 270) that this petition (for his return) was granted. As
suming, therefore, that Goldbeter returned to York and 
resumed coinage there, it seems clear that he cannot have 
done so for long. If he had issued further coins from York, 
say after January I423 /4, they should show some further 
privy mark; but apparently they do not. It seems quite 
likely, therefore, that the York coinage, and its precise type 
at London and Calais, ceased about December I423, and that 
broken H, which does not occur on York coins, is the privy 
mark of January I423/4. The small amounts of bullion 
coined at York (£2,538 of gold and £330 of silver) and the 
probable limits of the Annulet period both support some 
such view. 

The next groats, those with TIn6I1l6 and no fieur on the 
breast, as a rule show broken H on the obverse (PI. II, 14). 
An important exception is a London groat of this type 
belonging to Mr. R . Carlyon-Britton, which shows an un
broken H on the obverse, although the letter is broken on 
the reverse, an unusual mule which has been specially 
recorded in the lists. But London (as well as Calais) groats 
reading TIn6D16 without a fieur are also found having 
broken H on the obverse. The inference is therefore that 
the London groat, noted above as undiscovered, reading 
nfl611l6 with a fieur on the breast, and showing broken H, 
does not exist, for it seems unlikely that the series with 
broken H, once begun, would be interrupted by a coin with
out that letter. In short, the evidence is that broken H began 
a little later at London than at Calais. It may be mentioned 
that there seems to be no parallel distinction among the 
nobles to correspond with TIn6I1l6 groats with broken H 
and a fieur on the breast, and similar groats without a 
fieur. 

The same broken letter then appears on some of the groats 
which read TIn6D (PI. II, 16), with which reading, of course, 
the fieur disappears for good. Others which read TIn6D have 

F 
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broken 6 1 in addition to broken R. Broken 6 then appears 
on groats (PI. III, 2 and 3) and nobles (PI. I, 7) without 
broken R. As these breakages, namely, broken R alone, broken 
Rand 6 together, and broken 6 alone, obviously follow each 
other in this order-which the mulings moreover confirm
it follows that the coins reading 7\'D611 without broken letters 
most probably corne after those that have broken 6, and not, 
for instance, between those reading 7\'D611l6 with broken R, 
and those reading 7\'D611 with broken R, where they would 
interrupt the sequence of broken letters. A similar arrange
ment of the nobles is likewise made possible. 

All the coins hitherto mentioned have Fr in RR7\'Da. A 
new issue, also without broken letters, is now probably 
denoted by Fz. Fr and Fz deserve special mention since 
they are apparently the only letters in which a similar dis
tinction is made on the half-groats and half-nobles, on the 
latter of which the letter appears on the reverse also, in 
RVROR6. Incidentally, both F's are further exceptional in 
being of uniform size on all denominations. 

Fz is accompanied by two forms of 7\', the first normal, the 
second having the top tapering to the left. The order of the 
two 7\"s is determined by the fact that the tapering-topped 
7\' appears on the Annulet-Trefoil (PI. III, 4) and on the 
bulk of the Rosette-Masc1e groats. This letter does not 
apparently ocq.lr on any Annulet noblesz-at least there are 
none in the British Museum, nor have I been able to find 
any elsewhere. Since the groats with this 7\' are much the 
commonest, especially at Calais, where they seem to form 
about one-third of the surviving coins, its absence on the 
nobles is perhaps an instance of a common phenomenon
viz. much silver, little gold, and vice-versa; compare the 
coins of Edward III with coronet as initial mark, where the 
gold is rare, and, again, the Transitional Treaty period, 
where the silver is rare. Similarly, London gold with Fz is 
quite scarce,3 and I have been unable to discover it on any 
Calais Annulet gold at all. 

I Additionally, the 6 of the Calais mint name is often unbroken. A faint 
apparent break in the same position occurs on other and earlier 6 's, due , 
probably to a faulty puncheon and differing considerably from the pronounced 
nick of the broken 6 illustrated. 

2 One has recently turned up; the suggestion involved, however, is not 
thereby invalidated. 

3 A diminution in the output of gold starts really with the coins with broken 
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In addition to the letters shown in the drawings there are 
other variations, sometimes too uncertain or subtle to give 
as criteria-for instance, there seem to be other varieties of 
7\-sometimes clear, but forming mere concomitants to 
variations already shown. Among the latter is the letter a 
on the earliest coins, which is completely broken through at 
the very top of the curve (so that indeed the break is often 
invisible). It appears with Nr, Nz, and on the earliest coins 
with N3, but is not stressed to avoid needless complica
tion. 

The persistence of the tapering-topped 7\ on the Annulet
Trefoil coins and the Rosette-Mascle is important. Its 
appearance, together with the muling of the Annulet-Trefoil 
coins both with late Annulet, and, in the case of the hali
groats and pennies, with Rosette-Mascle coins, unquestionably 
fixes the position of this issue. The contention, therefore, of 
Mr. H. A. Parsons that it comes later (Brit. Num. J o~trn . xxi, 
pp. r fl.) can hardly be maintained. There seems no reason 
to depart from Brooke, who considered it a variety of the 
Annulet issue. It is evidently, t oo, the last variety. 

The Annulet-Trefoil coinage illustrates yet another point. 
For the first time! there is a Calais issue of silver- a common 
occurrence during the Rosette-Mascle period-which has no 
parallel at London. It has, since "Valters's time, been the 
custom loosely t o describe as Annulet-Trefoil those London 
nobles and halves with a trefoil of pellets in the second 
quarter of the reverse- the quarters have it below the shield. 
This classification cannot surely be defended. .All seven 
specimens of the noble at the British Museum show un
mistakably the early lettering- indeed, Brooke has already 
suggested (Borth Find) that some of the ooins were struck 
during the first twelve months of the reign. The Calais 
Annulet-Trefoil coins show late lettering and equally unmis
takably come at the end of the Annulet coinage. It should 
be added that the nobles with a t refoil in one quarter, though 
all are early, do not all show the same letter.ing. This trefoil 
thus affords another instance of privy marks being retained 
after they have served their purpose. 

R. None are common with either b:roken R OJ" S . The M'W, <00 • ~ 
hand. is comparatively p]entifnl. 

I Apart from the CaJais groa.ts and balf-groo.ts wmcllit I!lllIDM:: 1tlhie 2lt!DIJIl~ m 
the two quarters of the reverse. Soo the lists. 
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It would be equally futile to consider as Annulet-Trefoil 
the two London nobles at the British Museum which have a 
trefoil stop after the king's name instead of the usual fleur
de-lis. One of them shows the broken El on the obverse, 
which comes six months earlier. Moreover, these coins both 
show Fr, whereas all Annulet-Trefoil coins have Fz. It may 
here perhaps be mentioned that some of the Flemish forgeries 
of Henry VI nobles have this trefoil for a lis after the king's 
name. 

The temporary eclipse of the London mint suggested by 
the Annulet-Trefoil coins is a reminder that the contrary 
phenomenon had perhaps already been shown by the gold 
coins. It scarcely seems due to chance that no Calais nobles 
have survived with ornaments lion, z lis, lion, lis, or reading 
hIE; it seems more likely that none were coined and that 
the earliest Calais nobles with a in the centre of the reverse 
are contemporary with the similar London coins, i.e. those 
having ornaments lis, lion, lis, lion, lis, and reading IlYB. 
Another divergence in the Calais nobles from the London 
coins has recently come to light in the appearance, through 
the dispersal of the Carlyon-Britton coins, of yet a third 
and unpublished type of ornaments which was noted by 
Messrs. Seaby in their lists.! On the four known speci
mens of this coin (one is at the British Museum), the orna
ments are lion, lis., lion, lis, lion. Three of these at least 
are from the same obverse die and show N3. The coin is 
not the earliest of the Calais nobles, however, with Il in 
the centre of the reverse, for one exists showing the normal 
ornaments and Nz and Nr. It appears, therefore, that the 
unusual scheme of ornaments may have been due to error, 
since the normal ornaments were afterwards restored, as 
later coins show. 

Mention must be made of those Calais groats (and half
groats) with no annulets in the quarters of the reverse. As the 
lists show, the omission of the annulets is no isolated pheno
menon; it occurs in at least two periods. One groat at 
the British Museum (PI. II, 15) has 7\D6I1lEl but no fleur 
and broken R on obverse and reverse, another of Mr. Law
rence's is similar but has a fleur on the breast, while a third, 

I I now find that a specimen (reading TR7\DIElDS) was exhibited before 
the British Numismatic Society by Mr. Sydney Whicher on 22 May 1935; 
see Proceedings, Brit. NU1n. journ., 1934-5, p. 153. 
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of Messrs. Baldwin's, is later and shows Fz on the obverse. 
Half-groats with no annulets belong to the later period, when 
an initial cross had appeared on the reverse. 

A few curiosities at the British Museum may be recorded. 
One is a groat showing the annulets by the neck of the Calais 
obverse, and reading ~n6l1le but having no fieur on the 
breast. It has, however, a London reverse and shows broken 
R on both sides. Mr. Lawrence has a similar coin which has 
been struck from the same reverse die, but shows an earlier 
obverse with a fieur on the breast. The coins, therefore, seem 
to be due not to accident, but to the caprice of some work
man. Occasionally on Calais groats the annulets appear under 
1m and S16 due to the misplacing of the inner legend. Mr. 
Lawrence and Mr. Carlyon-Britton have such coins. Heral
dically, however, i.e. with relation to the initial mark, the 
annulets are correct. 

Muling among the groats has been studied in an examina
tion of some 500 coins, in which Calais ·to London show a 
proportion of about IZ to I. The muling is very frequent and 
occurs preponderantly, as usual, between an obverse and the 
next successive reverse. There are, however, a good many 
remoter, and also inverse, mulings, that is, of an obverse 
with an earlier reverse. In only one instance have I found 
muling between the different initial crosses. A Calais groat 
I have shows Cross II on the obverse and Cross I on the 
re-yerse-again an inverse mule. Mr. Lockett has a similar 
com. 

The list of groats does not show mules between Annulet 
coins and later issues; these appear under those later issues, 
e.g. Rosette-Mascle or Pinecone coinages. The coins are 
arranged primarily by obverses, and only incidentally by 
reverses. 

It will of course be understood that all Calais silver coins 
have two annulets beside the neck, and York coins two lis 
(PI. 111,10). The normal legend on the obverse of the groats is 
h6nRIG ;: DI ;: 6R~ ;: Rex x ~n6U(16) x ~ x f{R~na . On the re
verse there is an annulet after POSVI, two saltires after D6vm, 
one after ~DIVTORW, and two each after T~S, Don, U~, and 
sm, and on the York coins two after T~S and an annulet 
after R~QI. The annulets are on all denominations save the 
farthing, and at all mints, in the second and third quarters, 
heraldically speaking. It may seem needless to specify this, 
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but readers of Walters's articles, not only on Henry VI but 
on Edward IV and other kings also, will recall the'frequent 
confusion there caused by loose and inconsistent enumera
tion of the quarters on the reverse of coins. 

It has not been found practicable to draw up the nobles 
in exactly the same way as the groats. Mules have had to 

, be incorporated in the list, which gives all the varieties I 
have been able to discover; it is realized, of course, that it 
is unlikely to be exhaustive. The obverses are divided into 
two main divisions noted by Ornaments A (lion, z lis, lion, 
lis), and Ornaments B (lis, lion, lis, lion, lis) . The coin shown 
as having Ornaments C is the Calais coin with lion, lis, 
lion, lis, lion, and is included among those it most closely 
resembles. The reverses are divided into three groups ac
cording to the variety of the trefoils, or fieurs, in the span
drils. As with the groats the coins are arranged primarily 
by obverses, but there are certain marks such as the single 
pellet or the trefoil of pellets which clearly show that a 
py.x-period was sometimes indicated on the reverse of the 
com. 

I am sensible of 'at least one definite imperfection in the 
list. No difference is shown between London (or Calais) coins 
with obverse 7, that is, those contemporary with York coins 
showing Trefoils 3 on the reverse, and London (or Calais) 
coins with obverse 13. The list shows no difference between 
the lettering of the two groups. If a reason must be given 
for the appearance in the list of these latter nobles, it is 
because the groats postulate the existence of them, i.e. there 
exist groats with F1 and no broken letters which are later 
than those with broken El; therefore similar nobles should 
exist. What the difference is, however, between these two 
classes of nobles (obverses 7 and 13) I have been unable to 
discover. 

The Smaller Denominations 
The H alj-nobles 

It has already been said that the differences discernible on 
the nobles are not ordinarily to be found on the halves. An 
exception must be made in the case of the earliest coin, which 

-on the obverse has the lettering of the nobles and the earlier 
ornaments A, lion, zlis, lion, lis. The only two specimens of 
this rare coin that I have seen are rather worn, but show Nz 
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and I with serifs. I The coin reads RR'7tfl and has no stop 
at the end of the legend here (PI. I, 9). The reverse shows 
the reduced lettering of the ordinary coins. On the rest of 
the coins the only clear difference in the lettering is that 
between FI and Fz. As with the nobles, those having Fz are 
much the scarcer. In the reduced fount it will be noticed 
that the chief features are an I without serifs, and an X which 
is more curule-shaped than that on the groats. 

The bulk of the coins show little difference and all that 
seems possible at present is to note different varieties. A 
half-noble with no annulet by the sword-arm, which formed 
lot 181 of Part 5 of the Montagu sale, is a Flemish forgery. 
The coin has a trefoil instead of a lis after the king's name, 
and is described in the catalogue as being similar to lot 179, 
which is illustrated. But it is impossible to tell from the 
photograph whether this . too has a trefoil after haflRlO. 
If it has we have here an unpublished variety, parallel, of 
course, to the two similar nobles at the British Museum. As 
it is, relying on what can be seen in the illustration, I have 
listed the coin as normal, but showing FI on obverse and 
Fz on reverse. The question, however, is at least a reminder 
of the unreliability of some of the older catalogues, especially 
in th~ir fai~ure to distinguish between Flemish forgeri.es and 
genume COIns. 

Among unusual coins must be noted one of Mr. Lawrence's 
(there is another in the Museum) without the annulet at the 
sword-arm (PI. I, 10), and the coin with the trefoil, or fleur, 
instead of the usual annulet in the spandril on the reverse, 
which formed lot 305 of the Walters sale (now in the British 
Museum). 

I t will be noted that the coin with the trefoil of pellets in 
the second quarter occurs among the half-nobles also. One 
unusual die of this piece shows a copula with neither bar nor 
stops about it. Again it would appear that the trefoil was 
used twice as a privy mark. On the other hand, the coin 
parallel to the noble with a pellet in one quarter of the re
verse, and to the quarter-noble with pellet beneath the shield, 
is apparently still to be found. 

The normal legends are haflRlO DI 6R~ Rax ~fl6U ~ 
RR~fla, with a lis after the king's name and a trefoil after 

I Mr. R. C. Lockett has another specimen which is unworn and amply 
confirms the evidence of t he coin illustrat ed. 
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every other word, including the last and, on the reverse 
DomIna, &c., and there is a mullet after the first word, and 
an annulet between the other words, i.e. none at the end of 
the legend. 

The Quarter-nobles 
The following varieties are known: 
1. Coins with large lis initial mark, reading DI 6R7i, and 

having one lis above the shield and an annulet after 
aX7iUT7\BlTVR (PI. II, 1). 

2. Similar coins with a mullet struck over the annulet after 
aX7iUT7\BITVR (PI. II, 2). 

3. Similar coins with a mullet alone in the same position.! 
4, 5, and 6 are coins corresponding in every way to I, 2, 

and 3 respectively, except that they have a small lis 
initial mark and read Dal 6R7\ (PI. II, 3, 4, and 5). 

7. Coins with a trefoil of pellets below the shield and one 
lis above, having a large lis initial mark, and reading 
Dl, and TIn6U or 7\n6UI (PI. II, 6). 

8. Similar coins with a single pellet below the shield, but 
reading 7\n6uonly (PI. II, 7) . 

9. Coins with large lis initial mark, reading DI 6R7i, and 
having 2 lis above the shield, but no fleurs at the cusps 
of the tressure there (P. II, 10) . 

10. Coins with a large lis initial mark, but having a lis each 
side of, as well as above, the shield. They read DElI or 
Dl (PI. II, 8 and 9). 

To this list must be added a mule in Mr. R . C. Lockett's 
collection, with an obverse of Henry V, initial mark Cross I, 
and a mullet after the king's name together with annulet 
stops, as Brooke, English Coins, PI. XXIX, IS. The reverse 
is as no . 5 in the above list, i.e . with initial mark, small lis 
and a mullet struck over an annulet after aXTIUT7iBlTVR. 
This coin is rather puzzling to classify and has been tenta
tively listed among the Calais quarter-nobles. The problems 
it suggests are discussed in detail below. 

The coins with a trefoil of pellets below the shield suggest 
that, like the nobles and halves, they belong to different 
periods, for they show two different readings, 7\fl6U and 

- TIn6UI. . 
The coin with the pellet below the shield is placed later 

I Brooke, E nglish Coin s, Pl. XXI X , 16. 
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than those with a trefoil to match the similar noble with a 
pellet in the second quarter of the reverse. 

The case of the coins with small and large lis initial marks 
is more complicated. For reasons which will presently appear 
it is proposed to assig'n the coins with small lis initial mark 
and reading D61 to Calais, and those with large lis initial 
mark and reading DI to London. 

There remain the coins with 2 lis above the shield and 
those that may be described as having 3 lis about the shield. 
The present attribution by Walters of the former to Calais 
and the latter to York is accepted with some reserve, and 
indeed Walters himself could not or did not give any better 
reason for his attribution than that a lis on either side of the 
shield recalled the position of those ornaments beside the 
king's neck on the royal York silver coins. Close examination 
of these quarter-nobles, however-if we are to persist in 
assigning them to provincial mints, as probably we may
suggests precisely the opposite allocation to that made by 
Walters. 

In the first place the coins with 2 lis above the shield, as 
far as can be ascertained owing to their rarity, show no 
variation in the legend. In fact all the coins I have recently 
seen-some half dozen-are from the same obverse die. The 
coins with 3 lis about the shield, on the other hand, read both 
D61 and Dl and are from several obverse dies. Now it 
seems reasonable to expect more variety in Calais coins than 
in York coins, as being struck over a longer period. It will 
be recalled also how little variety, if any, is found in the 
York nobles and halves. 

There is, furthermore, another, if somewhat vaguer, dis
tinction to be considered. Students will probably have 
noticed a characteristic difference in the lettering, perhaps 
more clearly observable on the small denominations, which 
coincided approximately with the appearance of Cross II on 
the silver, which marks also the York coins. The difference, 
as it appears to me, consists of deeper indentations to the 
ends of the limbs of such letters as are without curves, e.g. 
7i and T. Incidentally this style came to stay. The general 
effect is to lengthen the forked ends of these letters. Now 
the coins with 2 lis above the shield show only the more 
deeply indented lettering, which suggests at least that they 
were contemporary with York coins. On the other hand, the 
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lettering of the coins with 3 lis about the shield shows both 
shallow and deep indentations, which suggests that they 
were issued earlier than the York coins, that is to say, they 
are, if not London, then Calais coins. 

But there appear to be further possibilities. Though the 
coins with 2 lis above the shield may well be the only York 
coins, we are bound to recognize the possibility that those 
coins with 3 lis about the shield are not the only Calais ones. 

It has already been stated that the normal Annulet 
quarter-nobles with I lis above the shield are of two main 
types, those reading D6I and having a small lis initial mark, 
and those reading DI with a large lis initial mark. In the 
ordinary way reflection would suggest that the two were 
successive issues. But it is otherwise when it is recollected 
that each variety is found (a) with an annulet beneath the 
mullet after EIXTIUTTIBlTVR, (b) with an annulet alone in 
that position, as well as (c) with the mullet alone. The conclu
sion, then, rather forces itself upon us that these changes in 
the two groups were simultaneous, that is, that the coins 
with large lis and small lis initial marks were contemporary, 
and not consecutive, and were possibly struck at London and 
Calais respectively. This allocation rather than the contrary 
one is suggested because, first, those with the large lis are the 
commoner; secondly, those with small lis read DEII, a read
ing which is also found on those Calais coins (hitherto attri
buted to York) that have 3 lis about the shield. 

Certain objections to this classification, however, arise 
whenwe come to consider the aforesaid mule of Mr. Lockett's, 
having an obverse of Henry V and a reverse with initial mark, 
small lis and a mullet over the annulet after EIXTIUTTIBI
TVR. Since it is generally agreed that Henry V issued no 
Calais coins, this obverse should be a London one. If, then, 
our supposition is right, that the reverse was struck at Calais, 
we have an instance of a London-Calais mule, a combination, 
it is true, known since Edward Ill's time, and paralleled in 
Henry VI's reign by the two curious groats which have been 
mentioned above as showing a Calais obverse and a London 
reverse. 

To sum up, there seems reason to suppose that the Calais 
coins are of two varieties: 

I. Those having small lis initial mark, reading DEII and 
having I lis above the shield. On the reverse a mullet 
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ultimately replaces the earlier annulet after 6XTIUTTIBI
TVR. The ends of the letters show the shallower in
dentations. 

2. Those having large lis as initial mark, reading nax or 
Dl, and having 3 lis about the shield. The reverse is 
normal, and the lettering shows both shallow and deep 
indentations at the ends. 

The York coins show no variety; they have 2 lis above the 
shield, a normal reverse, read Dl, and show only the letter
ing with deeper indentations. 

Reverting to the Calais coins, when the change in type 
took place we cannot say; possibly it was when the letter 
h replaced a in the centre of the reverse of the nobles and 
halves. 

A final peculiarity is perhaps worth mentioning. At some 
time, possibly just prior to the York issue, a smaller B 
replaced the normal letter in 6XTIUTTIBlTVR. What I have 
called the later Calais and the York coins show both kinds 
of B. What are undoubtedly early London coins, with trefoil 
or pellet beneath the shield, and the earlier Calais coins, show 
only large B, so that presumably small B on normal London 
coins implies that they are later ones. 

The Half-groats 
In compiling the list of half-groats those reading TIneUX6 

have not been placed first. It seems more likely that the 
earliest coin is the London piece reading TIneu,! with re
verse legend ending mEr-', as on the late coins of Henry V. 
It might be supposed that, as with the groats, TIneUX6 
(PI. III, 5 and 8) was the earliest legend on Cross I coins. 
But the case is different. If on the half-groats it can be said 
that TIneUX6 came first and was replaced by TIneu, it 
seems likely that the replacement would have been perma
nent, as seems to have been the case with the groats. But 
the replacement must have been temporary, for TIneUX6 
reappears with Cross II, that is, after TIneu with Cross I 
had disappeared. 

There is a slight variation of ornament on the obverse of 
the coins. Coins with Cross I and the earliest with Cross II 
have II arches to the tressure, a number later reduced to 9. 

I Brooke apparently considered this coin as showing a Henry V obverse; 
see English Coins, PI. XXXI. 10. 
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It will be seen that when there is no initial cross on the 
reverse, the mint name, though uniform at Calais, always 
Vll1l17\ : Q7\I1lS:, has at London three forms, namely with 
one saltire, two saltires (PI. III, 6) or none, after each word 
of the mint name. 

As for the letters, a further reduction in the fount on the 
reverse took place when the legend there was expanded to 
mavm and preceded by an initial cross. It possibly coincided 
with the change from Fr to Fz on the obverse. Two features 
of this lettering are an 11 with undulating base, and an 
apparent version of the tapering-topped 7\ of the groats. 

As the coins are arranged by obverses, and the reverses 
vary so little, muling is scarcely definable. Occasional in
stances, however, occur, as for example when a coin with 
Fr on the obverse is joined to a reverse with the initial cross 
and longer legend. 

As regards individual coins, the Annulet-trefoil half-groats 
do not seem to occur as true coins, while the reverse with no 
annulets in the quarters of the reverse occurs with two differ
ent obverses (PI. III, 9). Another notable feature is the great 
scarcity of the last London coins with the initial cross and 
reading mavm in full (PI. 111,7). The great abundance of 
the corresponding Calais coins marks a step in the growing 
ascendancy of that mint in the coinage of silver. 

The Pence, H aljpence, and Farthings 

If the half-groats show few of the peculiarities of the larger 
coins, these coins show even less. The pence and halfpence 
both show Crosses I, II, and V (the plain cross), though I 
have not seen a Calais halfpenny with Cross I. \iValters, 
however, listed one-of course among his Henry V coins. 

Those with Cross V are the most abundant. There are also 
differences of stopping noted in the lists. The main pecu
liarity of the farthings is the initial cross, which is a sort of 
Cross Botony. As there are no annulets in the quarters of 
the reverse it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between a 
London Annulet farthing and other farthings of that mint. 
A comparison of its initial mark with that on the Calais coin 
is, however, at least some guide. 

The handiwork of different artists is probably discernible 
in the variation in the busts of the king on all these small 
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denominations, but as a criterion it is too vague, and can at 
most give a couple or so of rough divisions. 

All the coins noted, unless otherwise stated, are at the 
British Museum. In addition, occasional reference is made, 
where it has been thought profitable, to illustrations in 
Walters's articles, Brooke's English Coins, and to well-known 
sale catalogues. 

Reviewing the lists for a moment and comparing, for . 
example, those of the nobles and groats, it will be apparent 
that, though approximately the same number of obverses 
have been identified in each case, it does not follow that there 
is any correspondence in the enumeration of each. Thus, the 
York noble is no. 7 and the York groat no. 4. The disparity 
may be due to a variety of causes; possibly the gold shows 
issues unparalleled by the silyer; possibly the privy marks 
on the gold are duplicated, that is, some of them may be 
mere departmental additions to the pyx mark; possibly, and 
indeed probably, as stated earlier, there exist nobles later 
than the York issue which the lists have not succeeded in 
isolating. We can, however, say with certainty that at Lon
don and Calais there was a large production of gold at least 
down to the end of the York period and possibly a little • 
longer, say, during the first eighteen months of the Annulet 
period, perhaps until April 1424- After that, although 
the output of the silver was well maintained, and even 
increased at Calais, the output of gold, with the introduction 
of broken R, sensibly diminished, and moreover never re
covered its former exuberance. 

In some cases, especially where the obverses do not differ 
appreciably at the various mints, or differ systematically, it 
has been possible to form composite lists. For the sake of 
clearness, however, separate lists have been made of half
and quarter-nobles, and of the halfpence and farthings. 
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EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES 

Plate I 
1. London noble [No. I(a)J 
2. London noble [No. 4(d)J 
3. Calais noble [No. 5J 
4. London noble [No. 6(b)J 
5. Calais noble [No. 7(f)J 

6. London noble [No. 9J 
7. London noble [No. IIJ 
8. London noble [No. 14J 
9. London half-noble [No. IJ 

IO. London half-noble [No. 5J 

Plate II 
I. London quarter-noble [No. I(a)J 
2 .. London quarter-noble [No. I(b)J 
3. Calais quarter-noble [No. l(a)J 
4. Calais quarter-noble [No. l(b)J 
5. Calais quarter-noble [No. I(C)J 
6. London quarter-noble [No. 3J 

. 7. London quarter-noble [No. 4J 
8. Calais quarter-noble [No. 2J 

9. Calais quarter-noble [No. 3J 
IO. York quarter-noble [No. IJ 
II. London groat [No. I(a)J 
12. London groat [No. 4(a)J 
13. Calais groat [No. 4(a)J 
14. London groat [No. 7(a)J 
15. Calais groat [No. 7(b)J 
16. Calais groat [No. 8J 

Plate III 
• I. Calais groat [Obv. 7(a), Rev . 9J 

2. Calais groat [Obv. 9, Rev. IIJ 
3. London groat [No. IOJ 
4. Calais groat [No. 14J 
5. London half-groat [No. 3J 
6. London half-groat [No. II(a)J 

. 7. London half-groat [No. 13(b)J 
8. Calais half-groat [No. 3J 

9. Calais half-groat [No. 13(c)J 
I O. York half-groat [No. 4J 
II. London penny [No. I, Rev. iiiJ 
12. London penny [No.2, 'Rev. iJ 
13. Calais penny [No. 3(a)J 
14. London halfpenny [No. 2J 
15· London halfpenny [No. 4J 
16. London halfpenny. [No. 5J 



HENRY VI. ANNULET NOBLES AND HALF-NOBLES 

Plate I 
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HENRY VI. ANNULET QUARTER-NOBLES AND GROATS 

Plate II 
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HENRY VI. ANNULET GROATS, HALF-GROATS, PENCE, AND HALFPENCE 

Plate III 





NOBLES 

Mules with the preceding reign have an obverse of Henry V and are as follows: 
(a) Obverse: hanRIQ.! x DI.! x GRTI.! x RaX x TInGle ~ ~ x FRTInQ.! x Dns = hVB.!; quatrefoil after hVB.!; 

trefoil by shield and on ship; mullet and annulet by wrist . Reverse : earliest London reverse of Henry VI. I 
(b) Obverse: hanRIQ.! * DI.! 0 GRTI.! 0 RaX 0 TInGle ~ ~ x FRTInQ.! 0 Dn.!s 0 hlB.! (over hVB.!).2 Reverse: 

similar to (a) .J' 
Coins of Henry VI: The normal legends are hanRIQ.! <I> DII :. GRTI.! :. RaX :. TInGle :. ~ :. FRTInQ.!:. ~ 

Dn.ls :. hVB.I and Ih.lQ * TIVT.I 0 TRTInSlanS 0 paR 0 maDIVm 0 IIlIiORV.I 0 IBTIT ~ 
The normal ornaments are an annulet by the sword-arm and in one spandril of the reverse; Calais coins show also 

a flag, and York coins a lis, at the stern. 

Obverse I Reverse 

Ship Trefoils 
orna- zn Legend and 
ments L egend Lettering spandrils marks Lettering Known mints 

--
I (a) A Ends hlB.! Nz, FI I Normal NI, PI London 

(b) 
" " " " " " 

Nz, PI 
" z (a) 

" 
Ends hVB.! 

" " " 
NI, PI London4 

over hIB.I 
(b) 

" " " " " " 
Nz, PI 

" 3 (a) " 
Ends hVB.I 

" " " 
NI, PI 

" (b) 
" " " " " " 

Nz, PI 
" 4 (a) B 

" " " " " 
NI, PI Calais (Q in centre of 

(b) 
rev.5) and London6 

" " " " " 
:. in znd quarter NI, PI London 

(c) 
" " " " " " " 

Nz, PI 
" 

I Bruun Sale, 402. 2 See Brooke, English Coins, p. 140, footnote. 
pI. XXVII, 4. 5 Walters Sale, 296. 6 Ibid., 295. 

3 Bruun Sale, 40r. 4 Brooke, English Coins, 
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Obverse 

Ship 
orna-
ments Legend Lettering 

--
(d) B Ends hYBJ Nz, Fr 

(e) 
" " " " (f) " " " " 

(g) 
" " " " 

5 C 
" " 

N3, Fr 
6 (a) B 

" " " (b) 
" " " " (c) 
" " " " 7 (a) " " " 

N4, Fr 
(b) 

" " " " (c) 
" " " " (d) 
" " " " (e) 
" " " " (f) " " " " 

8 (a) 
" " " 

N4, Fr, broken R 
(b) 

" " " " 

9 " " " 
N4, Fr, broken R 

and e: 
10 

" " " 
N4, FI, broken e: 

NOBLES (continued) 

Reverse 

Trefoils 
zn Legend and 

spandrils marks 

z Pellet in znd 
quarter 

" 
:. in znd quarter 

" 
Normal 

" " 
" " 
" " 
" 

:. in znd quarter 

" 
Normal 

" " 
" " 
" " 
3 " 
" " 
" " 

" " 
" " 

" " 

" " 

Lettering Known mints 

Nr, Pr London 

Nz, Pr 
" Nr , Pr Calais (h in centre)! and 

London 
N3 , Pr London 

" 
Calais (h in centre of rev.) 

" 
Calais and London 

" 
London 

N4,Pr Calais2 and London 
N3,Pr Calais 
N4, Pr Calais and London 
N4, pz York, Calais, and London 

" 
Yark, Calais, and London 

N4, Pz, broken R London 
N4, Pz, broken R Calais 

and e: 
N4, Pz, broken R London 
N4, Pz, broken R . London3 

and e: 
" 

London 

N4, Pz, broken e: London4 
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() 

II I As IO but I N4, FI, broken e: I 
he:flRIG.I:. 

IZ I As II N4, FI, no broken 
letters 

13 I Lis after I 
h6flRIQ.I; 
I1YB 

14 I N4, Fz, " 
15 N4, Fz , tapering 

topped ~ 

I N4, Pz, no broken I London 
letters 

.. .. I London 

" " 
Calais and Londons 

" " I London 
N4, Pz, t apering London6 

topped ~ 

""-l 
~ 
<:I> 

~ 
<:I> 

I Spink ; Baldwin. 
from 7 (d) obverses. 

2 Spink. 3 Montagu Sale, Part 5, lot 175. 4 Fletcher Sale, lot 30. 5 As yet indistinguishable ~ 
6 C.A.W. This coin, undiscovered when the text went to press, has since turned up. ~ 
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HALF-NOBLES 
A mule with the preceding reign has an obverse of Henry V (Ship ornaments A), thus: 
(a) Obverse: henRIQ.J * DI.J· 6R~.J· Rex· ~n6l.(.J" ~"RR-'; quatrefoil at end of legend. 

Reverse: Normal, with early FoI 
Coins of Henry VI. Ornaments as on the nobles. 

Obverse Reverse 

Ship 
I Lettering I Lettering ornaments Legend and ornaments Legend and ornaments 

LONDON 
r A Ends RR~n.12 Nr, Fr Normal Fr 
2 B Ends ~n6l.(.J ~ RR~nQ.J ... Fr Normal, but ... in 2nd quarter3 Fr 
3 (a) " " 

~n6W ~ RR~nQ.J Fr 
" 

... in 2nd quarter Fr 
(b) 

" " " " 
Fr Normal Fr 

(c) 
" " " " 

Fr Normal, but fleur for annulet in Fr 
spandril4 

(d) 
" " " " 

Fr Normals F2 
4 " " " " 

F2 Normal F2 
5 " 

As 4, but no annulet by wrist F2 NormaI6 F2 

CALAIS 
r B Ends ~n6l.(.J ... ~ ... RR~nQ.J ... 

I 
Fr I Normal, Q in centre 

I 
Fr 

2 
" " " " 

Fr Normal , h in centre Fr 

YORK 
r B Ends ~n6l.(.J ... ~ ... RR~nQ.J ... 

I 
Fr I NormaF I 

Fr 
Lis over sterncastle 

---------

1 Walters, Gold, pI. VIII. 3 . 2 n on all other coins is from the reduced fount . 3 L . A. L. 
in B.M.). 5 Montagu Sale, Part 5, 179. 6 L. A. L. and B.M. 7 Walters Sale, 307. 

• Walters Sale, 305 (now 
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QUARTER-NOBLES 

Obverse 

I nitial I nitial I 
mark L egend and ornaments m ark 

--
LONDON 

I (a) Large h6flRIQ.I + DI.l :. 6R~.1 :. R6X :. 7\fl611.l; one lis above Large 
lis shield lis 

(b) 
" " " " " " " 

(c) 
" " " " " " " 

2 (a) 
" " " " " 

lis above, trefoil 
" below shield 

(b) 
" " " " " " " 

3 " " " " 
7\fl611I.l 

" " 
4 " " " " 

7\fl611.l ; lis above, pellet 
" below shield 

5 " 
As I (c) but later lettering 

" 
CALAIS 

(a) Cross I 
Mule with obverse of preceding reign 

h6flRIQ.I * DI.l 0 6R7\.1 0 R6X 0 7\fl611.l ; one lis above Small 
shield lis 

I (a) Small h6flRIQ.I + D61 :. 6R7\.1 :. R6X :. 7\fl611.l ; one lis above 
" lis shield 

(b) 
" " " " " " " 

(c) 
" " " " " " " 

R everse 

L egend and stops 

Annulet after eX7\IlT7\BITVR 

Mullet over annulet after 6X7\Il-
T7\BITVR 

Mullet after eX7\IlT7\BITVR 

" " " 
Same reverse as I (b) above 
Mullet after 6X7\IlT7\BITVR 

" " " 
I 

" " " 

As reverse I (b) belowz 

Annulet after 6X'rtllT7\BITVR3 

Mullet over annulet after eX7\Il-
T7\BITVR4 

Mullet after 6X7\IlT7\BITVR 

~ 
CI> 

~ 
~ 

~ 
Cl 
<:> 
~ . 

~ 
CI> 

~ 

~ 
~ 

~ 

~ 

1 Brooke. English Coins. pI. XXI X. 1 6 (Small B in 6X~IlT7\BITVR but large also found) . 
English Coins. P I. XXIX. 15 . 3 L . A. L. 4 C. A. W. 

2 R. C. L . ; Obv . as Brooke. (X) 

W 



Initial 
mark 

-----

2 Large 
lis 

3 

4 
5 
6 

I Large 
lis 

QUARTER-NOBLES (cant.) 

Obverse Reverse 

Legend and ornaments 
Initial I 
mark Legend and stops 

CALAIS (cant.) 
hElflRlC.I + DEll :. 6R7i'.1 :. RElX :. 7i'fl6IV; 3 lis about Large Mullet after ElX7i'I1T7i'BITVR 

shield lis 

" 
DI.l:. " 

" 
As 3, but DI.l· ; 3 lis about shield 
As 3, but trefoil after DI.l is over lis; 3 lis about shield 2 

As 3, but later lettering; 3 lis about shield 

YORK 

hElflRIQ.I + DI.l :. 6R7i'.1 :. RElX :. 7i'fl 6 11.1; 2 lis above I Large I Mullet after ElX7i'I1T7i'BITVR' 
shield. Late lettering only lis ' 

-------------

I Small or large B in ElX7i'I1T7i'BITVR 2 Seaby. 

00 
..j::>.. 

~ 
C1:> 

~ 
C1:> 
~ 

~ 
(j 
o ... . 
~ 

~ 
C1:> 

~ 
~ 
C1:> 
~ 

~ 
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Obverse 

Initial 
cross Legends and ornaments 

---
I (a) I TIfl611IE!; fieur on breast 

(b) .. .. .. .. 
2 .. .. .. .. 
3 .. .. .. .. 
4 (a) II .. .. .. 

(b) .. .. .. .. 
5 .. .. .. .. 
6 .. .. .. no fleur 

7 (a) .. .. .. .. 
(b) .. .. .. .. 

8 .. TIfl611.1 ; no fieur 

9 .. .. .. 
It) .. .. .. 
II .. .. .. 
12 (a) .. .. .. 
13 (a) .. .. .. 

(b) .. .. .. 
14 

I 

.. TIfl611.1; no fieur; :. to 1. of 
crown 

I C. A. W. 2 Baldwin. 
5 Walters, Silver, pI. VIII. 3. 6 R. C.-B. 
8 Baldwin. 

GROATS 

' Reverse 

Initial Legends and 
Lettering cross ornaments 

N2, FI I Normal 

.. .. .. 
N3, Fr .. .. 
N4, Fr .. .. 

.. II .. 

.. .. No annulets in 
quarters 

N4, Fr, broken R .. Normal 
N4, Fr, R not broken .. .. 
N4, Fr, broken It .. .. .. " .. No annulets in 

quarters 

.. .. .. Normal 
N4, Fr, broken R .. Normal 

and E! 
N4, FI, broken E! .. .. 
N4, Fr, no broken .. .. 

letters 
N4, F2, normal TI .. .. 
N4, F2, tapering- .. .. 

topped TI 
.. .. .. No annulets in 

quarters 

.. .. .. :. after POSVI; 
annulet under 
GTII11 

Lettering 

NI, PI 
N2, Pr 
N3, Pr 
N4, Pr 
N4, P2 

.. 
N4, P2, broken R 

.. .. 

.. .. .. .. ... .. 

.. .. 
N4, P2, broken R 

and E! 
N4, P2, broken E! 
N4, P2, no broken 

letters 
N4, P2, normal TI 
N4, P2, tapering-

topped TI 
.. .. 
.. .. 

Known mints 

London' 
London2 

Calais3 and Landa 
Calais4 and Landa 
York,' Calais, an 

London 
Calais 

Calais 
London6 

Calais and Landa 
Calais 

Calais and Lande 
Calais and Lande 

.. .. 

.. .. 
Calais7 and Lande 

.. .. 
Calais8 

Calais 

n 
n 

d ~ 
~ 

~ 
l'l 

~ 
n CJ <::> 

~. 

~ 
n ~ 

n~ 

~ 
~ 

n ~ 
""--i 

3 C. A. W. 4 C. A. W . (see Walters, 'Henry V', Num. ekron., 1906, pI. XVI. 10). 

7 Walters, Silver, pI. VIII. 9. For obverse 12 (b) see Annulet-Rosette mules in a later article. (X) 
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HALF-GROATS 

London coins show 3 reverses, (i) OIVIT~S: 110nnOn:, (ii) OIVIT~S" l1onnon ", and (iii) OIVIT~S 
l1onnon. 

Calais coins read VII1I17\: O~I1IS: ; York coins read OIVIT7\S : aBOR7\OI 0 • 

Obverses r to II (b) inclusive show Fr, the remainder .F2. 
The order of obverses 6 to 9 inclusive is conjectural. 

Obverse Reverse 

Initial Initial 
cross Legend and ornaments cross Legend and ornaments 

r (a) I II arcs; ~n611.J" ll:" FR.J None Ends ma.J" 
(b) 

" " " " " " " 
m.J" 

2 
" " 

~n611.J " ll:" F.J 
" " " 

3 " " 
~n6l1Ia " ll:" F.J " " " 

4 , II 
" 

~n611.J" ll:" F.J 
" " " 

5 " " " " 
FR.J 

" " " 6 
" 9 arcs; " " 

F.J 
" " " 

7 " " " " 
FR.J 

" " " 

8 
" " 

~n6l1Ia "ll:" F.J " " " 
9 " " " " 

FR.J 
" " " ro V 

" 
~n611.J " ll:" F.J 

" " " 
II (a) 

" " 
~n6W " ll: " FR.J " " " (b) 

" " " " " 
V 

" 
me:vm 

Known mints 

London (i)I and (ii). 2 

Calais and London (i). 
Calais. 
Calais and London (i).3 
York and Calais. 
Calais and London (i). 
Calais.4 

Calais and London (i), (ii), 
and (iii).5 

Calais. 
Calais and London (i) and (ii). 
London (ii). 
Calais6 and London (i). 
Calais. 
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I2 (a) 

(b) 
(c) 

v 9 arcs; n:n6U-' ~ ~ ~ f{R-' 
[F2 begins] 

n:n6U-' ~.:s. ~ f{R-' 

f{-' 

None 

V 

Ends m-' x 

me:vm 
Ends me:vm. No annu

lets in quarters. 

London (i)7 and (ii). 

London (ii) .8 
Calais. 

London (ii) .9 

.) 

13 (a) 
(b) 
(c) 

None 
V 

" 

Ends m-' x 
mavm 

Ends mavm. No annu
let in quarters. 

Calais and. London (ii).IO 
Calais. II 

(d) 

14 (a) 9 arcs; :. to 1. of crown; 
7\'fl61V ~ .:s. K f{-' 

POSVI :. , mavm; one 
annulet under 07\'111 
mavm 

Calais. 

Calais. 12 

1 Brooke, E11g1ish Coins, pI. XXXI. 10. 2 Walters, Silver, pI. VIII. 2. 3 C. A. W. 4 Baldwin. 
6 Baldwin. 7 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 5. 8 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 7. 9 Baldwin. 10 C. A. W. 
IZ True Annulet-Trefoil half-groats are apparently unknown; for 14 (b) ~ee mules with Rosette coinage (later). 

5 R. C. L. 
II L. A. L. 
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I nitial 
cross 

I I 
2 II 
3 (a) V 

(b) 
" 

4 (a) " (b) 
" - ------ - -~ -~ 

PENCE 

The London reverse has three forms: 1 (i) GIVIT'ltS x 110nnOn ~. 
(ii) OIVIT'ltS x 110nnOn x • 

(iii) GIVIT'ltS 110nnon. 
The Calais reverse has one form: VII1I1'lt ~ Q'ltI1IS'" ~ . 
The York reverse reads: GIVIT'ltS ~ 6BOR'ltGI-

Obverse Reverse and known mints 

h6nRIGVS ~ R6X ~ 'ltn61116 Calais2 and London (i), (ii), and (iii). 3 

" " " 
Calais,4 York, and London (i).5 

" " " 
Calais,6 and London (i),7 and (ii). 8 

I As 3 (b)' but :. to"l. of crow~ 
:. after POSVI, annulet under G'ltI1 ; Calais mint. 9 

Normal annulet reverse; Calais mint. 10 

" " " 
:. after POSVI, annulet under G'ltI1 ; Calais mint. II 

- - - - - - - --- -- - -

1 Bad striking or centring or wear makes other apparent stopping doubtful. 2 Walters, 'Henry V', Num. Chron., 1906, 
pI. XVI. 12. 3 Walters, 'Henry V', Num. Clwon ., 1906, pI. XVI. II. 4 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 4. 5 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 2. 
6 B rooke, English Coins, pI. XXXII . II , or Walters, Silver, pI. x. 8 (different busts). 7 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 6. 8 L . A . L. 
o L. A. L . 10 Walters, Silver, pI. x. 9 . II Stamford, pI. x. 2, and Walters Sale, 327. A Rosette reverse is also found . 
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HALF-PENCE 
The coin (a) below is a mule, having an obverse of the previous reign. 

Initial 
cross Obverse Reverse 

LONDON 

(a) I neflRIG-' - ReX - ~fl611.1 I aIVIT~S 110flnOfl I 

I I neflRIG-': Rex: ~fl611.1 
2 

" " 
-Rex-

3 II As obverse I 

4 " As obverse 2 

5 V neflRIC.I - ReX : ~fl611.1 
6 -Rex-

CALAIS 

I I neflRIC.I - Rex - ~fl611.1 I VII1I1~: a~I1IS.I : 
2 II -Rex: 
3 V -Rex: 

YORK 

I II I neflRIG.I _ Rex = ~fl611.1 I aIVIT~S eBOR~ap 

1 Brooke, English Coins, pI. XXXIII , 4, 2 Ibid., pI. xxxqL 5. 
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FARTHINGS 

Initial Mark Obverse I Reverse 

LONDON 

I Cross Botony hElnRIQ.J x RElX x ?'tfleDI.J I QIVIT~S UOflnOfl I 

CALAIS 

I Cross Botony hElflRIQ.J x RElX x ?'tfleU.J I VIUU?'t x Q~UIS-' x z 

I Walters Sale, 321. 2 Ibid. 320. 
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